EH&S Manager is a chemical inventory management and environmental, health and safety (EH&S) tracking and reporting tool – with many features which are normally available only by purchasing several products. This tool was designed by chemists who are experts in Federal and California environmental and safety laws and regulations.

EH&S Manager can put your mind at ease - verifying compliance with the complex regulatory framework that you are faced with every day.

EH&S Manager - All of These in One Product

- **Chemical Inventory Management.** Powerful and intelligent system for managing your inventory. Fully developed functionality for adding, editing, importing, generating reports.
- **Environmental Compliance.** Quickly identify regulated chemicals in your inventory and generate valuable compliance reports.
- **Safety Inspections.** Manage your IIPP safety inspection records. Use the built in list of common violations or create your own and instantly email inspection reports to responsible people.
- **Material Safety Data Sheets and Safety Information.** Link directly to electronic MSDSSs from your inventory and greatly improve compliance with the OSHA Hazard Communication Standard.
- **Fire Code Storage Compliance.** Quickly generate summary reports to ensure compliance with the Fire Code exempt quantities.

Chemical Inventory Management

- **Inventory control.** Save money by not ordering surplus chemicals.
- **Bar code** your chemicals and quickly scan them into the database, check them in/out, or find them.
- **Check in /check out** capability to provide real time status of containers - including the quantity.
- **Reorder thresholds** can be set for critical chemicals.
- **Avoid non-compliant situations,** such as accidental ordering of highly regulated chemicals, exceeding fire storage limits, etc.

Environmental Compliance

- **Quickly identify regulated chemicals** at your facility which require special management, such as:
  - Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Appendix A Chemicals
  - Proposition 65
  - Extremely hazardous substances
  - OSHA and Cal/OSHA carcinogens
  - DEA controlled substances and precursors
  - Peroxide formers
  - Pyrophorics
  - Flammable liquids, etc.
- **Generate HMBP Chemical Description** pages for multiple sites (with different reporting thresholds) with our intelligent roll up feature.
- **Produce compliance reports** using the built in Report Wizard.
MSDSs and Safety Information

- Access electronic MSDSs directly from your inventory items.
- Quickly access additional safety information by opening MSDS-formatted data on over 6,000 chemicals.
- Web link to valuable safety information from NIH, EPA and vendor MSDS’s.

Safety Inspections

- Maintain your safety inspection records as part of your Cal/OSHA Injury and Illness Prevention Plan.
- Use the built-in list of common violations or create your own.
- Instantly email inspection reports to responsible people.

Fire Code Compliance

- Quickly generate hazardous chemical summary reports, separated by Fire Code hazard classes, including:
  - Flammable and combustible liquids
  - Toxic gases
  - Pyrophorics
  - Water-reactives, etc.
- Set city-specific maximum allowable storage amounts.
- Automatically determine if room storage has exceeded maximum allowed quantities.
- Includes Fire Code classifications for thousands of substances – saving you countless hours!

Reporting Features

- Comes with many useful canned reports, including:
  - Fire Code storage summary reports
  - Maximum allowable quantity report
  - HMMP chemical description page
  - Department of Homeland Security Chemical of Interest Screening report
  - Inventory lists, etc.
- Built in Report Wizard allows you to create countless custom reports.

Service, Support and Customization

- Support and upgrade contracts available.
- Standalone and client server versions for PC and Mac.
- Web-based and custom services available.

System requirements (single user)

- Computer/processor: Personal computer with an Intel Pentium 233-MHz or faster processor (Pentium III or higher)
- Operating system: Microsoft Windows 2000, Microsoft Windows XP, or Microsoft Vista
- Memory: 1 GB of RAM or greater
- Monitor resolution: 800 x 600 or higher

Call Hazard Solutions LLC now for a demonstration of this unique product.